
Investing in 5G-powered safety technology today saves 
money tomorrow

Safety-based insurance discounts in the works

Remote-controlled machines and robots minimize risks 
in dangerous spaces

The benefits of AI on-site8
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Ready To Find Out How T-Mobile For Business Can 
Support Your Construction Organization’s Goals?  
 
Learn More Today.

Here’s How T-Mobile® For 
Business Can Help Fuel An 
Industry Transformation—

1  Enhanced On-Site Connectivity

2  Improved Worker Safety

3  Increased Operational Efficiency

4  Blending Experience With New TalentAnd

Digitized forms enable 
quick sign-off and 
inspections

Drones monitor jobsites, 
people, and project 
progress—they also 
inspect and survey sites

Wearable tech monitors 
and transmits data to 
managers

Augmented reality (AR) 
and virtual reality (VR) 
conduct safety inspections, 
automated trainings, 
walk-throughs, and more

Sensors provide real-
time monitoring of people 
and assets

Robots and unmanned 
machines take on 
hazardous and 
tedious tasks

4G enables these technologies today, but 5G will improve speed and performance, truly delivering on the promise of autonomous jobsites. 

For every $1 invested, companies save $2 in accident 
consequences7

Predictive insights create models to prevent accidents 
and isolate sources of risks

Pattern detection fine-tunes safety strategies using 
patterns in data to predict at-risk situations

Semantic analysis includes factors like morale and risk 
to improve predictions

Streamlined 
Workflows

Increased Operational Efficiency

From administrative processes to the physical build, technology 
transforms manual workflows into digital workflows, allowing faster 
access to meaningful data and better decision-making.

Crane inspection with drones

The efficiencies of working in the cloud

Remote monitoring and dispersed workforce operations 
enhanced by 5G

Addressing a dwindling worker pipeline11

Digital investments today can help construction companies 
draw new talent

What used to be a complex, dangerous multi-day process 
can now be done in 20 minutes

Real-time clash detection and management

Faster building information modeling (BIM) changes

Real-time data access to make changes visible for all stakeholders

Removal of server silo

Expanding 
Construction 
Possibilities

Increased Operational Efficiency

The 5G expansion will allow companies to do more than digitize 
processes—it will drive new ways for people to interact both on 
and off the physical jobsite.

8K drone videos provide real-time decision-making with 
high-definition video

More precise IoT sensors gather detailed information from 
mobile devices, saving to the cloud

AR/VR offer on-site view of projects and plans, with data 
insights overlay

Attracting 
Workers 
With Tech

Blending Experience With New Talent

With faster speeds, greater coverage, and increased reliability, 5G is 
helping reinvent the way work is done in construction. By enabling the 
use of robots, drones, and AR/VR on-site, exciting jobs are being created 
for the technically savvy. And safer positions for all age groups.

63% of young adults in a recent study said there was little 
or no chance they would consider a career in construction—
the two top reasons?

Physical demands

Difficulty of the work

Digitization
In a recent study, 89% of construction companies agreed 
digitization will transform the way they work12

AI
$466.9 million–$2.31 billion invested in AI 
across the construction market globally13

Technology research and development
35% increase in construction spending since 201314

As 5G evolves, so will the opportunities to fully automate construction 
jobsites—revolutionizing the industry. Companies will adopt and 
adapt to new technologies in what will be the future of construction.

With increased mobility, coverage, and speed, 5G offers jobsite teams 
benefits from day one.

Keep track of your workers and increase real-time project 
collaboration when and where it matters most

92% of contractors and construction 
workers use their smartphones 
every day for work1

Make emergency communication seamless with low-latency 
connection between workers, managers, and EMTs

Resources To 
Support Safety

Improved Worker Safety

Safety comes first on construction jobsites. With advances in connected 
technology, companies have more opportunities than ever to improve 
processes and protect employees.

The cost of workplace hazards

Common safety concerns in construction

Enabling safety with 5G today

$1 billion/week

While these safety options are available today with 4G, 5G will enable the technology to perform faster and more reliably.

in worker compensation payments3 

20% of all workplace deaths occur in construction, 
which only accounts for 6% of the U.S. labor force4

2.3 million people in the U.S. are exposed to 
silica, a human lung carcinogen, at work—
90% work in construction5

2.5 million people in the U.S. are exposed daily to Hand-Arm Vibration (HAV), which can 
lead to irreversible nerve damage—exacerbated by sustained use of construction tools 
like power drills and jack hammers6

Robots and remote-controlled machines take on repetitive 
and dangerous tasks, conduct on-site and remote 
inspections, and gather information in hazardous areas

Video analytics and compliance software identify 
hazardous conditions, monitor worker PPE compliance, 
and prescribe corrective actions where needed on-site

Wearables and sensors track health stats, temperature 
and air quality, location of workers, personal protective 
equipment (PPE), and geofence hazardous no-enter zones

Predicting 
And Preventing 
Accidents  

Improved Worker Safety

When workers use technology to improve on-site safety, businesses and 
people benefit. More data over time, paired with sophisticated artificial 
intelligence (AI) and robotics, can help companies prevent issues.

reduction in construction time10building cost reduction9

90% 50-70%

Disruptive building with 3D printing

1 Day 90 Days
5G setup: Wireline setup: Up to

Increased safety through real-time connectivity 

Jobsite coverage powering worker devices in more places

Connectivity setup in a fraction of the time

Opportunities For 
Revitalization

Blending Experience With New Talent

5G is set to transform construction, enabling companies to adopt 
sophisticated technologies that drive growth and create job 
opportunities across generations. Leveraging the expertise of 
experienced workers, companies can create management structures 
that support knowledge-sharing and innovation.

Within this decade, 5G-fueled growth in construction is 
estimated to create15

Tech-oriented job titles of the future enabled by 5G

Creating opportunities with a decentralized workforce

Drone operator 

Virtual design and construction manager

Robotics engineer

Director of construction technology

Advanced technology manager

Flexibility builds business resilience. Leveraging connected 
infrastructure on 5G networks, workers across the country 
will soon be able to collaborate on the same jobsite, erasing 
the burden of travel and relocation for new and seasoned 
employees alike.

in GDP impactnew jobs
393,000 $111 billion

Mines Underwater

Toxic areas Tight spaces

Underground

Construction sites are rarely identical, presenting 
companies with a wide range of safety challenges. 
With advances in technology, machines will be able 
to explore and even complete tasks in:

In the future, construction companies could unlock 
discounts for sharing their data, allowing insurers to easily: 
assess risk, determine liability, and reduce claims

5-10% reduction in 
build costs

10-20% reduction in 
operating costs

5-10% reduction in 
decommissioning hours

Construction Operational management Decommissioning

Pioneering With 5G:  
Construction

Autonomous jobsites powered by 5G have greater reliability, 
lower latency, and increased data transfer capabilities

Automated construction sites create time and cost efficiencies2
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